DIY

Bamboo to go
The unmistakable
reusable cup
create your own.
www.rayher.com

Your life – your lifestyle – your favourite cup
You like to have always your favourite drink “to go” with you?
At the same time, the sustainability and the environment are an important
issue for you?
The first coffee chains are setting an example by filling now your cup
too with their black gold. From now on, fill up and savour your coffee, cafè
latte or frappuccino in a reusable environmentally friendly cup, and make
thereby a statement that is trendy and absolutely vital.
At the same time, you do not have to give up your style, because we
have now the perfect solution for you: our bamboo range!

All you need to do is…
Choose your favourite item out of bamboo (1) and your favourite colour (2), and the
creative adventure can start! Durable markers are also handy (3); stencils (4) may be
helpful for the paint application or just choose your favourites out of ready decorative
peel-off motives (5).
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Bamboo – one resource,
many advantages:
Bamboo is a fast-growing renewable raw material
that requires little energy during processing and
thus saves resources. Our bamboo products contain besides bamboo also cornstarch and a bit of
melamine - they are absolutely practical and stable,
dishwasher & food-safe.

With bamboo, "reusable" becomes just as unmistakable and highly fashionable
as you are. Create your cup on a whim – for you & your friends.

Besides the classic „to-go cups“ in two sizes (1), you will
also find a practical cereal bowl (2) and a highly versatile
drinking cup (3) in our product range.
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Bring some colour into play
You want your bamboo highlight to underline your very
personal look? Choose your favourite colour, and there
you go!
For a good ink adhesion, we recommend you our
Chalky Finish and Extreme Sheen paints. These paints
enable you to conjure up unique, extremely matt or
shiny effects in no time.
Painting, stamping or stencilling – the sky’s
the limit.

Please take note:
For the best possible outcome, you need to be aware of
certain points when working with our bamboo products:
· the substrate must be free of dust & grease.
· the paint cannot be baked, because the material
out of bamboo is not suitable for the oven.
· therefore, allow the paint to dry thoroughly out
(at least for 24 hours).
· subsequently, wash by hand or gentle wash
cycle in the dishwasher (at about 65° C).
· the paint is wipe-resistant, but not permanently
scratch-resistant.
· do not paint the areas that come into contact
with foodstuffs or lips.

Nice, nicer, the nicest!
Whether discreet and classy, or
cheerfully colourful, whether in
a trendy tropical look or furnished with oriental motifs...
Your bamboo, your style!
And your cereals taste now even
better, brushing teeth becomes
finally more fun and your better
half is going to appreciate even
more your coffee.

Dot, dot, comma, dash...
Our markers allow you an individual design that is not only absolutely unique, but also really
easy-peasy. Thanks to their fine, firm tip, you can write, draw and create great patterns on our
bamboo material.

We recommend you
following markers
from our range:
· Porcelain & glass marker
· All-purpose marker
· Acrylic marker

Suitable application instructions
can be found on the page 4.

Small effort, big impact
Are you already aware of our new decorative
peel-off motives? Simply peel them off, then stick
them on - and enjoy your drink in a stylish cup.
These creations can also be washed by hand
or in the dishwasher at 65° C.

Suitable application instructions can
be found on the page 4.

You like it even more customized? No problem!
With our transfer medium, you can print
your current favourite picture or your "Quote
of the day" on a laser printer and transfer it
in a flash onto your bamboo product.
With a matching marker you can now
add names, dates and/or other decorations.
It cannot be more personal!

Suitable application instructions
can be found on the page 4.

Dangerously hot – in a stylish manner!
The handles are not only protecting against hot drinks, but
they are also true eye-catchers. And how about a truly
customized handles? Guaranteed not off the shelf! From
funny to trendy – according to your mood, you can now create
a different one for every day. Today naturally with corrugated
cardboard & Co., tomorrow in the country house style out
of felt fabric, and the next week in the metallic-look while
wandering the streets of your city – find your favourite one!

For our creations, we
have used the following
materials:
(1) Felt fabric,
(2) Cork fabric,
(3) Short pile plush fabric,
(4) Foam rubber / Crepla,
(5) Decorative corrugated
board,
(6) Metallic leatherette
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Create your own one
And what should your dream cup look like? Whether for you or as a gift for your
loved ones - just get started and invent your very own design.
For the matching handle, we have prepared two cut-sheets for you. Enlarge it
in the copier and you can get started with a corresponding template for your creation.

create
your
own

cut-sheet
(1:2) zoom to 200 %
1 Item no. 46 326 000, 600 ml
2 Item no. 46 325 000, 500 ml

tip:
Or download the cut-sheet
in its original size at
www.Rayher.com/bamboo
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Your bamboo, your style!
And what are you planning to do
for your personal bamboo project?
You have a choice: from to-go cup
up to cereal bowl or simply one of
each kind and a different one for
each day!
Have fun!
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46 326 000

The bamboo products of Rayher can be found at our main retailers, in well-assorted
craft stores or directly at our online shop.

www.rayher.com

You will find material specifications and instructions on our homepage.
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